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Abstract. We report the result of eclipse timing variation (ETV) analyses of
OGLE-IV eclipsing binaries (EBs). We have identified around 1000 potential
triple (or multiple) system candidates and, in addition, we determined the
orbital parameters and we carried out statistical analyses of the properties of
the candidates. We found that (i) the distribution of the outer eccentricity has
a maximum around e2 = 0.3; (ii) in most cases the estimated outer mass ratio
is lower than q2 ∼ 0.5. Besides, we also present some systems that deserve
special attention.
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1. Introduction
The investigation of triple stellar systems is not only important to understand
the orbital evolution of the close binaries, but also to study their life (Toonen
et al., 2016). Furthermore, the various formation theories of close binary systems, e. g. the so called Kozai Cycles with Tidal Friction (KCTF) mechanism
(see, e. g. Kiseleva et al., 1998; Fabrycky & Tremaine, 2007; Naoz & Fabrycky,
2014), as well as the recently proposed different disk and core fragmentation
processes (Tokovinin, 2018; Moe & Kratter, 2018), require the presence of a
third component to explain the large number of non-evolved binary systems
with very short orbital period.
The Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) was designed for discovering dark matter using the microlensing technique in 1992 (Udalski et al.,
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1992). Recent and past OGLE surveys were found to be useful e.g. for exoplanet exploration (Bouchy et al., 2004) and for the investigation of variable
stars (Soszyński et al., 2016). The Galactic Bulge part of the OGLE-IV survey with its approximately 450 000 EBs, which were identified by Soszyński
et al. (2016) gives us a good chance to increase the number of the candidates of
hierarchical triple stellar systems.
In this paper we present the results of searching for hierarchical triple star
candidates towards the Galactic Bulge with ETV analyses of EBs observed
during the OGLE-IV survey.

2. Third body effects on the ETV
One of the best known methods for the identification of a third companion
around an eclipsing binary is based on the detection and analysis of the eclipse
timing variations of the binary. If an EB has a distant, third companion, its
distance from the observer varies periodically due to the EB’s revolution around
the common center of mass of the system. As a natural consequence, the lighttravel time effect (LTTE) occurs.
If the third component significantly approaches the EB then other effects
called dynamical perturbations also appear which have a very complicated dependence on the orbital elements. The most thorough discussion of these effects
can be found in Borkovits et al. (2015).

3. Data processing
The OGLE-IV survey provided around 425 000 light curves of EBs. Unfortunately most of them do not contain enough data points for a detailed examination. Therefore we investigated only those systems whose light curves contain more than 4000 points. Applying this criterion, we reduced our sample to
∼ 80 000 systems.
To generate and analyse O−C (Observed minus Calculated) diagrams we
used an automatic algorithm. It needs only the orbital period of the EB and
its light curve (LC) as input. It uses the folded and binned LC of an EB to
determine the phase borders of the eclipses and to generate template LCs for
them.
To get more precise O−C curves for the ETV analyses we used several consecutive eclipses to determine only one point since mostly the individual cycle
to cycle LCs are poorly covered. The program fits the parameters of the primary
and the secondary minima at once, therefore we get a kind of averaged O−C
diagram. As a next step, a combined grid-search and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used to search for candidates and determine the parameters of the
LTTE. More details about this method and the results can be found in Hajdu
et al. (2019).
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The above method is effective for searching systems with long tertiary periods. However, there are several systems which have relatively short periods and
their ETV shows significant dynamical effects. These types of systems can be
found if we determine all possible times of eclipse minima. This can be done in
our case, if the LC is poorly covered, if we fit only the shifting parameter which
represents the O−C point.

4. Results
In conclusion, we have found about a thousand hierarchical stellar system candidates with the first method. Four of them are possible quadruple systems based
on their residual ETVs. A third component is a possible brown dwarf based on
the its mass function and the mass of the W UMa close binary (Dimitrov &
Kjurkchieva, 2015). We have also found several new triples with relatively short
outer period (P2 < 300d ) using the second method.
4.1. Statistical analyses of the parameters
Due to the large number of triple system candidates, it is worth while to examine
distributions of the parameters determined with the LTTE delays.
Owing to the fact that the derived eccentricities have a large uncertainty, we
used the Kernel Density Estimation method to determine the dispersion of the
outer eccentricities. The distribution has a significant peak around e2 ≈ 0.3
Figure 1 represents the period-period correlation of the candidates which
shows a grouping around outer period P2 ≈ 2000d which equals the length of
the observation. It is possible that if the real outer period is significantly longer
than our data length, then the LM-fit more likely converges to a lower period
value that is closer to the duration of the time span.
In the absence of the known binary masses in our sample, the minimum
masses of the tertiary components were estimated from the mass function with
the assumption that mAB ' 2M . Regarding our sample, one finds that the
vast majority of the candidate systems have minimum outer masses less than
1M , i.e. an outer mass ratio of q2min < 0.5.
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Figure 1. The location of the triple star candidates based on the first method (black
dots) and based on the second method (green triangles) in the P1 vs P2 plane.
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